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Let’s start the panel off with an easy lay-up ques-
tion: What is cybersecurity?

Vigorito: I would say cybersecurity is the evolution 
of policies, procedures, technology and concepts that 
are designed to protect information in all of its forms. 
It’s really top of mind for many organizations, as it 
should be, as any security matter, even physical secu-
rity, should be.

I saw a survey of Fortune 500 CEOs, which indi-
cated that, for the past three years running, their 
number one concern is data privacy and cyber-
security. Joe, why is cybersecurity important to 
businesses?

Vigorito: If you adhere to some of the statistics that 
are out there, the average cost of a data breach, is 
about $3.79 million. And that’s as per the company 
FireEye and their arm for threat intelligence, which 
is Mandiant. Let’s say that is heavily skewed towards 
the JP Morgan Chases and the Bank of Americas of the 
world. So let’s say the average cost of a cyber breach is 
just a little under $2 million. For most organizations, 
especially those in the SMB space, $2 million would 
be a substantial hit to that business and would impair 
them in a probably fairly significant way. Cybersecu-
rity is important because of the fact that it is one of 
the areas that can bring an organization absolute-
ly to its knees in terms of its ability to perform its 
operations, its function, its security, and operate as 
an ongoing entity. 

Chris, what do you have to add from the legal 
practitioner’s perspective?

Meyer: Companies have been concerned about secu-
rity for decades. Companies have been dealing with 
cybersecurity for 30 and 40 years. It’s only recently 
that we’ve seen in the newspapers major cyber events 
that have caused people to stand up and take notice. 
In the past, cyber incidents were generally viewed 
as technical issues. They’ve now become viewed 
as major business issues where it’s not just the IT 
department and the head of IT who’s losing his job 
if there is a cyber breach. 

What is ransomware and how does it impact 
companies; and should companies pay for it?

Meyer: Not all companies are necessarily concerned 
top of mind about a data breach. Ransomware is ter-
rifying because you walk in one day, sit down at your 
computer, turn it on, and you get a message that all 
of your files have been encrypted and you don’t have 
access to them anymore, which means you can’t run 
your business. A company with good backups gen-
erally can recover from a ransomware incident very 
quickly. What we’ve seen is that, in general terms, 
ransomware attacks are very smart. People behind 
them understand that if they charge an enormous 
amount of money, people won’t pay. So the dollar fig-
ures are relatively small. It might be $5,000, $10,000, 
$15,000, which makes for a very effective business 
model for a cyber criminal to be able to hit an organi-
zation. So a lot of companies make that choice, we’re 
going to pay, because it’s a lot cheaper to pay $5- or 
$10,000 than it is to try to reconstruct our systems. 

So it would not be advisable business to contact 
law enforcement, to ask the state police or FBI to 
intervene in a cyber ransom attack?

Meyer: I think it’s always advisable to contact law 
enforcement and see what assistance they’re able 
to render. The unfortunate reality, however, is ran-
somware is so prevalent and law enforcement is so 
busy, it’s not always possible for them to respond to 
your specific incident in a time that you consider 
appropriate.

Joe, from the technology solutions point of 
view, what have you seen and what do you 
advise for companies to do with respect to cyber 
ransomware?

Vigorito: I think ransomware is the electronic, eco-
nomic crime of our time. $209 million lost just in 
Q1 of last year. I think the total tally for 2016 will 
end up close to a billion dollars. From a technologi-
cal standpoint, not only have great backups, but have 
good tested offline backups. And take those backup 
copies to multiple mount points. Put one up in the 

cloud, put one on tape, put one in a virtual library. The 
other point, is one of awareness and education and 
training. 76% of ransomware is born out of somebody 
clicking on a bogus e-mail that has an attachment or 
has had a web link. The other advice that I would give 
is time is not your friend. The longer you wait when 
you get hit with ransomware, the worse off you are, 
because the extortionist will quickly move onto many 
others. The last thing is negotiate the dollar amount. 
But again, only offer to pay if you question the validi-
ty of your backup strategy and your recovery strategy. 

Once an organization has been hit with a ran-
somware attack and it has paid to have access to 
their data, what should be their next steps?

Meyer: If you are an organization that found it nec-
essary to pay, you probably have some things to take 
care of in terms of your procedures. Organizations, as 
a general rule, do not like to spend money to prevent 
issues when they’re focused on running their busi-
ness. When companies are hit in any environment, 
those are the opportunities where they step back and 
say maybe we need to invest more resources into get-
ting our systems in line, making sure we’re doing the 
things we need to do to reduce our vulnerabilities in 
the future.

Do companies have an obligation to provide 
notice to their customers, their shareholders, their 
vendors or their parent corporations, affiliates, 
that they have suffered a cyber attack? And if so, 
what forms would that notice take?

Meyer: It depends highly on what industry they’re 
involved in and it depends on what their business 
practices are. There are 47 states at last count that 
have data breach notification requirements, includ-
ing New York. Figuring out what industry you’re in, 
what regulation applies, how it applies, and wheth-
er the breach that you’ve experienced is one that 
requires notification, is extremely time consuming 
and extremely expensive. 

Joe, can you give us some insight into the disci-
plines and the components that will allow an 
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organization to have an effective program for 
cybersecurity?

Vigorito: Sure. We often cite comparing as a baseline 
against NIST 088-53, National Institute of Standards 
and Technology. Or if you want to go more towards 
risk, move towards NIST 800-30, which deals with 
risk of controls and issues in an information tech-
nology environment. I usually tell organizations these 
things to focus in on. The first is data classification. 
If you don’t know where your data is, and who has 
access to it, that’s a non-negotiable first starting 
point. The second piece we always talk about is data 
governance. And then the last piece that we’ll talk 
about is who reports. Christopher did a great job of 
highlighting the interest of boards and senior execu-
tives of organizations. Who’s making the final judg-
ment call? Then the other two areas, which I’ll just 
spend a second on, one is asset discovery. Most orga-
nizations — I think the number is 64 percent — do 
not know all the devices and all of the applications 
and all of the databases that are in their environment. 
And then the last is device control. Do you actually 
have control over who uses what for what purpose? 
If you do things well, those should really be the only 
policies needed.

Chris, do you advise your clients to adopt a par-
ticular framework, such as the NIST cybersecurity 
framework or ISO 27001, or you mentioned 800-
30? What should they grab onto as their starting 
point for figuring out their program?

Vigorito: When you’re doing a risk assessment, 
you’ve got to have something which is an accepted 
standard to benchmark against. We do advise clients 
to look closely at benchmarking. The reason why we 
like the NIST standards the best is they map very well 
to other compliance initiatives. Once you’ve estab-

lished that standard, then you need to go through 
the process of reviewing each part. You’re not going 
to be in full compliance with any of those standards. 
I think very few organizations ever would be, even 
those who spend a tremendous amount of mon-
ey on cybersecurity. Your goal is one of continuous 
improvement. I’ll just make this one final comment 
about New York state DFS with that respect, which 
is, they say you don’t have to redo your risk assess-
ment every single year. I don’t know any organiza-
tions that don’t change in a year, so I don’t see how 
you can easily get away from doing the risk assess-
ment on an annual basis.

Chris, how do you advise your clients from the 
legal point of view regarding creating an effective 
cybersecurity program?

Meyer: I think Joe would probably agree with this, 
that there’s a tremendous difference between com-
pliance and security. One of the difficulties with all 
of the regulations across the board, be it HIPPA, new 
DFS regulations, really anywhere you look, is this 
issue of are you, as an organization, compliant? Are 
you, as an organization, secure? When we look at the 
new DFS regulations, you could go through those and 
build a program that complies very inexpensive-
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ly with those regulations. But it doesn’t mean that 
you’re necessarily secure. As companies are trying to 
figure out what they’re going to do, I think more and 
more are coming to the perspective of, “We’re going 
to approach this responsibly, we’re going to protect 
our assets the best we can, and we’re going to doc-
ument our processes in a way that, if we ever have a 
problem, we can go back and explain what we did 
and why we did it. If we are technically non-compli-
ant in a particular area, that’s something that we’re 
going to have to deal with and decide is the risk of 
being technically non-compliant worth it.” 

There’s also the potential cost of litigation. So from 
a litigation point of view, do not companies min-
imize their potential legal liability by focusing on 
compliance and having a checklist and saying we 
did the standard, as opposed to focusing on secu-
rity where they may or may not be technically in 
compliance, but they are more secure?

Meyer: That’s an excellent question and it’s an 
extremely difficult area, because in many indus-
tries, failure to comply with a regulation is used 
as evidence of negligence later on. The more reg-
ulations that are put down, the more there’s an 
incentive for companies to check off the box and 
say, “Well, we’re compliant.” But again, it’s a con-
stant conversation between the legal, business and 
security professionals to figure out where an orga-
nization is most comfortable. 

I think we set the stage for discussing the Depart-
ment of Financial Services’ new regulations. At 
Albany Law School, some of our students provid-
ed feedback on regulations. And one of the early 
versions talked about requiring financial institu-
tions to encrypt non-public information. I believe 
in the final version that’s been retracted. I’d like 
to begin with some perspective from Chris on the 
current version. Are we in the right place? Do we 
need to have more modifications? And then also, 
what can businesses do to make sure that they are 
compliant?

Meyer: The initial version of the regulations were 
heavily compliance-based. And the necessary reac-
tion from the business community was we can’t 
achieve this because, as Joe suggested, there are oth-
er standards out there that take a diametrically dif-
ferent approach, where it’s heavily risk-based. I think 
the DFS did a nice job in responding to over 150 com-
ments in saying, OK, we understand that perspective 
and we’re going to issue revised regulations. There’s 
been discussion that these regulations impact very 
small organizations. It will be very interesting to see 
how people confront those challenges. Whether that 
program necessarily provides enhanced security is an 
open question. 

Joe, I believe two-thirds of all outlaw hacker 
breaches go back to the employees. What is it 
that organizations can do to help organizations 
better prepare their employee awareness so 

that they’re less vulnerable?

Vigorito: One of the things that we bring to custom-
ers is kind of this campaign-based continuous learn-
ing. In my organization, we’ll actually take a client 
and send all of their people phished e-mails on a 
monthly, quarterly — whatever the program is that 
they would like to enlist — basis. The other thing that 
we will absolutely do is put some structure around 
the awareness element. We should put some auto-
mation in place that says, hey, look, from a data loss 
prevention standpoint, we are going to look for plac-
es where there’s proprietary, confidential, intellectual 
property, trade secretes, et cetera, information leav-
ing the walls of an organization. Very often, it’s not 
being done with malicious intent and it’s not being 
done with the focus on trying to harm the financial 
entity or the business unit of any type. 

Joe, if I’m in an organization that’s already fol-
lowing the NIST cybersecurity framework or 
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act’s framework, then am I 
also compliant with New York State’s Department 
of Financial Services cybersecurity already, or do 
I need to do more to be compliant?

Vigorito: The answer, Antony, is you may be compli-
ant. If you’re one of the major banks in New York City, 
you’re Bank of New York, BNY Mellon, you’re Bank 
of America, you’re JP Morgan Chase, everything in 
New York State DFS is foundational in nature. Odds 

are, those organizations are already in full, and if not 
in full, in the majority, in compliance. But the reality 
is you could be compliant with GLBA or GPDR and 
not necessarily be in compliance with New York State 
DFS because New York State DFS has a bit of nuance 
to it. And some of that nuance may bring some new 
elements to a lot of organizations. 

Regardless of the size of your organization, where 
should primary responsibility for cybersecurity 
and data privacy rest? Should it be a single per-
son, a single department? And then how does that 
impact the financial institution’s compliance with 
the DFS regs?

Meyer: It’s made very clear in the DFS regulations 
that the expectation is that senior management and 
the board of directors will be knowledgeable about 
cybersecurity and they will be knowledgeable about 
the steps being taken by their organization. And it 
really has transitioned into a core business function 
for all organizations to be concerned about. 

How would you advise a chief executive or a 
chairman of the board in how they can make sure 
that they are up to speed in their organization’s 
cyber and privacy policies, as well as the industry 
standards for cyber and privacy?

Meyer: I think we find that, for most business orga-
nizations, executives don’t get to where they are 
without having a really good appreciation for how 

their business runs and what their risk factors are. 
In terms of what they need to do to become person-
ally aware is that it does require spending time with 
the chief information security officer, spending time 
understanding, OK, in the last year, we’ve been hit 10 
times, 50 times, 100,000 times, with attempts to get 
into our systems. If you don’t understand the tech-
nical speak, really drive down and get someone to 
translate between the IT department and the execu-
tives to understand in real business terms what are 
we talking about.

What are some of the sources that you advise 
your clients to rely upon or that you use person-
ally to stay informed?

Vigorito: From the security perspective, the places 
I go most often are mep.nist.gov, which I think is a 
fabulous source of up-to-date vulnerability informa-
tion which is put out there by NIST … Of all the expo-
sures and exploits that happened in 2016, 99 percent 
of them were preventable. Where do you go to find 
a lot of that information? Well, you go to mitre.org, 
which is, again, well-known, funded in large part 
by the federal government … Another place for full 
disclosure on security vulnerabilities is SECLISTS, 
seclists.org/fulldisclosure … And then certainly, obvi-
ously, reading a plethora of postings for people exact-
ly like Christopher about specific compliance regs, 
and then exposing myself and reading 23 NYCRR 500, 
for example, cover to cover, always is an aid.

Chris, where do you go for staying up to date on 
these issues, and where do you advise your clients 
to go? 

Meyer: I think the starting point is always the regu-
lations themselves. There’s many helpful comments 
that were submitted, for example, in response to the 
DFS regulations. From the legal perspective, there are 
organizations out there that are tracking this that are 
spending a lot of time. One organization in particular, 
the International Association of Privacy Profession-
als, is a collection of both attorneys and non-attor-
neys who are interested in privacy and, increasingly, 
security issues, that does a lot of continuing educa-
tion on these issues where there is a lot of conver-
sation. There are conferences that one can go to [to] 
learn about these things, the RSA conference out in 
San Francisco being probably the leading one. 

Vigorito: The attacks are fairly unrelenting. So I think 
we have to continue to evolve, continue to get better at 
what we’re doing. That means we need to intellectu-
alize and kind of bring cyber to the forefront of every 
employee’s thinking. You asked Antony before about 
who’s responsible ultimately. I would say, in an orga-
nization, everyone has to have some responsibility. 

Meyer: In terms of designing a security program and 
working with employees and creating a culture of 
security, one of the effective tools that needs to be in 
the tool chest is to find ways to incentivize employees 
to do something in a positive way. 

What predictions do you have for cybersecurity 
going forward, 2017, 2018; what are some of the 
trends you see emerging that we should be pre-
paring for?

Meyer: Cybersecurity has become and will be in the 
future a core business function. So when we look at 
just looking at the legal practice, cybersecurity and 
privacy issues now touch every practice area I can 
think of. 

Vigorito: I think you’ll see the emergence of the CISO 
becoming more and more of a chief risk officer. We’re 
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already seeing a lot of organizations name a CRO, or 
they’ll have a directorship level person who will own 
that responsibility. I think you’ll see them become 
less and less technical over time, more and more 
business savvy and business oriented. I think you’ll 
see a major attack this year. We saw two last year that 
were interrelated, one in October, one in November. 
Last but not least, I think we will see ransomware 
not only continue, but continue to evolve. I think the 
attacks will become more disruptive in nature. We’re 
already seeing signs of threats, not of encryption, but 
of system destruction.

One of the big issues for many organizations 
is cybersecurity insurance. Should organiza-
tions pursue it, and if so, what questions should 
they ask to make sure they have the appropriate 
policy?

Meyer: Cyber insurance is really an emerging prod-
uct for may insurers. I think that in large measure, 
both the issuers and those buying the policies are 
finding their way. It’s an area where there’s really very 
little experience, both in terms of the policies that 
should be issued and the claims experience after the 
fact. So from an insurance perspective, I think a lot 
of companies look at it and say, having insurance is a 
good idea. Figuring out the appropriate policy to find, 
whether the organization can afford to pay it, and at 
the end of the day, whether it’s going to provide them 
adequate protection, is still a very emerging area, and 
it’s probably going to take several years until there’s a 
real solid foundation underneath it. Every insurance 
policy comes with coverages that are applicable, but 
often also comes with requirements that you need to 
fulfill. In the cybersecurity area, it’s extraordinarily 
tricky really because the policies are new and because 
the threat profiles are constantly changing. 

Vigorito: I would say ask your carrier if they do this 
regularly, is this something they have a lot of exper-
tise in, how long have they been doing it, what types 
of organizations, is it in your particular space, in your 
vertical, in your marketplace, before you go ahead 
and go down that road. If not, “shop around” is real-
ly the theme. Shop for organizations who write very 
specific cyber policies. 

What is the Internet of Things and what cyberse-
curity challenge does it raise for businesses?

Meyer: The Internet of things really embraces every-
thing that’s connected to the Internet, other than a 
computer or a tablet. Think of it in terms of your 
home thermostat, your video cameras, security mon-
itoring system, pacemakers that are Internet connect-
ed. The great vulnerability for businesses is the Inter-
net of things is largely outside of their control. Many, 
many, many businesses are moving their operations 

to the cloud. They’re moving their file systems to the 
cloud, they’re moving their accounting systems to the 
cloud, which is all good, except on that day that the 
Internet goes down because of the IOT. If the Inter-
net goes down for three days and you’re a hospital, 
and all of your systems have moved to the cloud and 
you can’t access them for whatever reason, that’s a 
business risk. That’s where you start to think about, 
well, “do we have to have redundancies?” So from 
that perspective, it’s frightening, because it’s entire-
ly outside of your control. 

If there was a compromise created by Zombie or 
Botnet, if thousands, if not millions, of machines 
attack Yahoo and other sites to bring it down, who 
should be liable? Is anyone liable? Is the manu-
facturer of the digital videorecorder liable? Is it 
the home user? Is no one liable? Is this a gray area 
where there’s an accident but no one’s responsible 
for the accident?

Meyer: It’s a great question and I don’t think there’s 
any resolution. That’s a very significant public policy, 
social policy issue that has yet to be resolved. And it 
touches not only on cybersecurity issues, but one of 
the areas that has increasingly become important, and 
we’re going to see much more -- we’ll probably have 
the same conversation a year or two from now — is in 
the area of artificial intelligence and machine learning. 

Vigorito: The big problem to date with IOT, and 
maybe there’s some hope on the horizon, is that the 
device itself cannot withstand a lot of the security 
software that we might apply in a traditional envi-
ronment. So you’re saying, why don’t we just put 
antivirus software on the IOT device? The device 
isn’t manufactured to do that. It’s lightweight both 
in terms — very often in terms of form factor, but it’s 
also lightweight in terms of its capacity, its ability 
to absorb tools like that. So that’s something that 
I think a lot of the security software manufactur-
ers are looking closely at, trying to come up with 
some sort of tool or solution or secure operating 
system that can be applied to devices like that to 
help protect them. 

Meyer: In closing, although this discussion is part 
of the Business Review’s “Table of Experts” series, 
I think that today’s conversation made clear that 
the term “expert” does not fit very well when 
talking about cybersecurity and especially when 
talking about legal issues in cybersecurity. The 
rapid pace of change – with near daily appear-
ance of new cyber threats, technologies and reg-
ulations – requires ongoing study to remain cur-
rent on the latest developments. Before taking any 
action, organizations should always consult with 
their legal counsel and security professionals about 
their specific situation.
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